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Deliverables

The pace of technological change poses incredible challenges
to IT leadership, as businesses seek transformation at scale.
Data center costs, legacy application support, aging skillsets,
lack of process, M&A, and a lack of overall strategy are
common concerns for technology leaders looking to
innovate and modernize.

• Foundational Microsoft Azure architecture vision

Our Azure Enterprise Landing Zone engagement lays
the foundation for virtual machine migration and app
modernization by assessing your environment and presenting
a forward-looking strategy. We partner with Movere, a leading
digital discovery solution, to assess your on-premises server
environment and provide an accurate view of your current
state to inform your Azure migration approach. Movere
provides deep optimization, analysis, and monitoring of IT
environments to enable smart IT decisions.

What’s Included

• Strategic guidance and best-practice recommendations
• Security and compliance
• DevOps and operational monitoring
• Automation: ARM templates, PowerShell,
Azure DevOps
• Identity, compute, hybrid networking, storage
• HA/DR: Azure Backup, Azure Site Recovery,
geo-redundancy
• Data-driven assessment tooling
• Application modernization recommendations – architectural
and development guidance
• Backup and DR recommendations
• Project planning and estimations (as requested)

We will perform a customized set of assessments and strategic
workshops to understand your current environment and future
business needs. We will work with your technical leadership,
operations teams, app developers and business SMEs to
understand your company’s unique culture, ecosystem, and
vision to better align your strategy with your business model.
The engagement generally includes the following:
• Movere environment discovery assessment
• Strategic vision and environmental constraint sessions
• Identity, networking and storage overviews
• HA/DR and backup strategy review
• Security and compliance considerations

Why Perficient
We’re an award-winning Microsoft Gold partner that’s ready to
help with your digital transformation journey by implementing
solutions on the Microsoft Cloud. We’ve helped clients
across industries align their cloud migration and application
modernization strategies. With deep enterprise expertise,
flexibility in approach, and empathy for the real-world
challenges of adopting a cloud strategy, we are committed
to building a roadmap to Microsoft Azure that meets your
business needs. Our industry specialists, management
consulting experts, and experience design visionaries deliver
unparalleled vision, execution, and value.

• Application assessments and workload review (as requested)
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